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June 8, 2021 

 

 

 

 

Lead Contract Specialist 

New Jersey Transit Corporation 

Procurement Department 

One Penn Plaza East, 6th Floor 

Newark, NJ 07105-2246 

 

Re: NJ TRANSIT Contract No. 14-033 

 Integrity Oversight Monitoring Services for the 

NJ TRANSITGRID MICROGRID CENTRAL FACILITY  

 

Dear :  

 

Thank you for this opportunity to submit our proposal to the New Jersey Transit Corporation (“NJ 

Transit”) to perform integrity oversight monitoring (“IOM”) services for the NJ TRANSITGRID 

Microgrid Central Facility Project (the “MCF Project”) under the P.L. 2013, Chapter 37 (N.J.S.A. § 

52:15D-1, et seq.), the Integrity Oversight Monitor Act.  Our proposal includes a description of our 

work plan and budget, submitted separately, as well as information about our engagement team’s 

qualifications and experience.  

Our proposal for conducting the integrity oversight monitoring of the MCF Project begins with a 

Fraud Risk Assessment of the design consultant that has been engaged to develop the design of 

a new electric power generating facility.  The objective of a Fraud Risk Assessment is to identify 

and prioritize areas that represent the greatest fraud risk to an organization.  This is accomplished 

by obtaining an understanding of the policies, procedures and controls that are maintained by 

the design consultant to manage and account for the MCF Project.  After consideration of the 

results of our Fraud Risk Assessment, we will identify and prioritize the areas that represent the 

greatest fraud risk to NJ Transit and develop and implement monitoring plans that respond to 

those risks.  Our proposal also includes assessing the compliance of procurement actions under 

NJ Transit policies as well as state and federal guidelines under the anticipated Joint Investment 

Partnership Agreement (“JIPA”) and identifying concerns and risks associated with the JIPA. 

Our engagement team will be led by professionals of EisnerAmper LLP (“EisnerAmper” or “EA”) 

with extensive experience in integrity monitoring, auditing, forensic investigations and fraud risk 

assessments for construction projects.  EisnerAmper’s engagement team will be supplemented 

and enhanced by professionals from Talson Solutions LLC (“Talson”), a NJ Transit certified DBE 
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firm.  In addition, Stumar Investigations (“Stumar”), a firm with extensive experience in project 

oversight and preventing, detecting and investigating fraud and corruption on large construction 

projects, will serve as a sub-consultant.   

Talson is a construction auditing, consulting services and project management firm of highly 

trained and skilled specialists committed to ensuring successful project outcomes.  Talson has vast 

domestic and international experience in the transportation sector.   

Stumar is a private investigation agency.  Stumar will have primary responsibility for conducting 

background checks, credential verifications, surveillance and business intelligence.     

We believe that we have assembled a team with the requisite knowledge, experience and ability 

to perform the IOM services you have outlined in the work authorization request (“WAR”).  Thank 

you again for this opportunity to submit our proposal.  We look forward to discussing our 

approach and process with you in further detail.  

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

David A. Cace       Tim Van Noy 

Partner            Project Manager  
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TAB 2: QUALIFICATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS 

It is EisnerAmper’s policy that each engagement be supervised by an engagement partner with 

the appropriate authority and experience.  Additionally, other partners and staff assigned to 

engagements should possess the necessary capabilities, competence and available time to both 

perform engagements that comply with professional standards and enable the firm to issue 

reports that are appropriate in the circumstances.  

Based on the information provided in the WAR, we have identified the following engagement 

team, which includes Certified Public Accountants and Certified Fraud Examiners, investigators, 

compliance professionals and construction managers with diverse expertise in integrity 

monitoring, transportation and infrastructure construction monitoring experience,  forensic 

investigations and construction industry accounting and compliance with rules and regulations of  

large transportation agencies, including the Federal Transit Administration.  Modifications to the 

engagement team may be required because of changes in the MCF Project that affect the 

competencies appropriate for the engagement, as well as other unforeseen events.    

 EisnerAmper (Primary Consultant): 

David A. Cace, CPA – Mr. Cace is a senior partner in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & Valuation 

Services Group.  He has over 35 years of accounting, auditing, financial reporting, forensic 

investigation, internal control design, monitoring and implementation experience in a wide variety 

of industries that have ranged in size from small entrepreneurial companies to Fortune 100 

companies.  Mr. Cace has extensive monitorship experience, serving as the partner-in-charge of 

the AIG and Symbol Technologies monitorships.  Mr. Cace has experience with large scale 

construction projects, having been the manager in-charge of the first ever independent third party 

non-government agency audit of the Hoover Dam in Boulder City, Nevada and the lead auditor 

of the Missouri Basin Power Project during the construction of three 550 megawatt generating 

power plants at the Laramie River Station located east of Wheatland, Wyoming.  Mr. Cace was 

also a national consultant on Electric Utility accounting issues while at Coopers & Lybrand.   

Tim Van Noy, CPA, CFE – Mr. Van Noy is a managing director in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation 

& Valuation Services Group, with extensive experience in construction disputes, damage 

measurement, forensic accounting and investigations.  Mr. Van Noy has over 30 years of 

experience in the construction industry on a wide variety of domestic and international projects 

including: highway, bridge and dam construction; electrified and commuter rail projects; 

commercial, industrial and institutional building construction and renovation; utility and 

cogeneration projects; and shipbuilding.   
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Elliott C. Lee, CPA, CFE, CGMA – Mr. Lee, a partner in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & 

Valuation Services Group, has established a reputation as a project manager capable of overseeing 

and managing large, complex engagements.  He has served as the primary project manager on 

the internal controls monitorship of AIG, and has led and executed numerous fraud and forensic 

investigations working directly with the New York State Attorney General.  His experience includes 

creating work plans and procedures to identify instances of fraud and fraud schemes and 

developing and implementing monitoring programs. 

Craig Mann, CFE – Mr. Mann is a manager in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & Valuation 

Services Group, and has extensive experience in construction progress billing and accounting for 

large scale construction projects.  His project accounting experience includes, commercial 

buildings, residential buildings above 30 stories, hospital renovations and generator upgrades, 

modular high rise construction, and educational facility expansions. Mr. Mann has also spent time 

as a Compliance Manager on several large scale construction projects and regularly evaluated 

CCIP, OCIP insurance and billing calculations. Mr. Mann has over 6 years of experience in large 

scale commercial construction accounting, and over 3 years’ experience in audit management of 

the electrical component of the supply chain for large construction projects. 

Maureen Egan, CPA, ABV/CFF – Ms. Egan is a director in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & 

Valuation Services Group.  She has over 20 years of experience analyzing complex financial, 

accounting and economic issues in the context of commercial disputes and forensic investigations 

involving internal and external fraud.  Her experience covers a wide range of industries, including 

manufacturing, retail and wholesale product distribution, financial services, construction, real 

estate, professional service firms and electric utilities.  Ms. Egan is currently managing various 

elements of an integrity monitoring engagement for a private developer of a $2.5 billion office 

tower in New York City.  She is also involved in various aspects of NJ Transit’s Substations Program, 

including procurement and invoice related monitoring.   

Nancy Pham, CPA, CFE – Ms. Pham is a manager in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & Valuation 

Services Group.  She specializes in fraud, forensic accounting and complex commercial litigation.  

Her experience includes fraud and forensic investigations, fraud risk and internal control 

assessments, compliance reviews, financial due diligence and commercial damages analyses.  Ms. 

Pham is currently managing various elements of NJ Transit’s HBLR, Substations Program and 

Delco Lead projects. 

Jeannelle Robinson – Ms. Robinson is a senior in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & Valuation 

Services Group.  Jeannelle has more than two years of professional experience in commercial 

audit. During the audit processes she has been responsible for preparing reports and 

memorandums, and assisting with the preparation of financial statements as well as conducting 

substantive and analytical audit procedures and tests.  Ms. Robinson is currently performing 
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monitoring procedures in connection with the Substations Program invoicing and disbursement 

risk.  

 Talson (Sub-consultant and DBE): 

Robert S. Bright – Mr. Bright has 39 years of experience conducting design and construction 

contract audits, developing internal audit plans for multi-billion dollar capital programs, 

performing investigations, conducting risk assessments and serving as litigation consultant 

including claims analysis and expert witness testimony. In addition to New Jersey Transit, Mr. 

Bright has led Talson engagements with several transportation and government agencies 

including Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority, Los Angeles Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, and Port Authority of Allegheny County to name a few. His experience 

includes overseeing audits, assessing quality management systems, and managing diversity 

monitoring and compliance programs. Mr. Bright holds a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and an M.B.A. in Finance from The Wharton School, University of 

Pennsylvania. 

Kenneth J. Brzozowski, CCA, CCP – Mr. Brzozowski is a Certified Construction Auditor and a 

Construction Control Professional with 29 years of experience in construction and quality  

auditing, contract compliance reviews, construction management, feasibility analysis, site 

development, and project risk analysis. Mr. Brzozowski has led Talson engagements with several 

transportation and government agencies including Central Puget Sound Regional Transit 

Authority, Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Port Authority of Allegheny 

County, as well as New Jersey Transit and more. He is a member of the National Association of 

Construction Auditors and serves on the Institute of Internal Auditors Philadelphia Chapter Board 

of Governors. Mr. Brzozowski holds a B.A. in Urban Planning from the University of Maryland.  

Norman Jones – Mr. Jones has 46 years of industry experience in progressively responsible 

positions in areas such as program/project management, quality assurance, manufacturing and 

construction. Mr. Jones contributed to the development of the National Transit Institute 

coursework for Quality Assurance and Quality Control in Transit. His background and related 

experience include business startups, construction management, project coordination between 

government agencies and private industry, process development, system engineering, computer 

systems, high reliable satellite systems with associated test equipment, and safety certification of 

transit systems. Mr. Jones is a graduate of General Electric’s Manufacturing Management and 

Aerospace Manager Development Programs and he is a senior member of the American Society 

for Quality. Mr. Jones holds a B.S. in Electronics from Virginia State University. 

Quinn Allen, CCM – Ms. Allen is a Certified Construction Manager with over 13 years of 

professional experience, including Design, Construction and Project Management with specific 
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focus in the areas of site safety, and assessing critical quality and risks. She supports capital 

projects for various industries and leverages her extensive knowledge on overall program 

management. Ms. Allen holds a Master of Architecture from New Jersey Institute of Technology 

and a B.S. in Architecture from Lehigh University. 

Rachel Rosa, CCP, LEED Green Associate – Ms. Rosa has 7 years of experience in construction 

management focused on commercial real estate, education, and healthcare industries. Ms. Rosa 

is knowledgeable in construction auditing and performs a variety of associated reviews in the 

areas of contractual compliance, project performance, payment applications, and cost 

management. She is a member of the National Association of Construction Auditors and is 

certified as a Construction Control Professional and Leader in Energy and Environmental Design 

Green Associate. Ms. Rosa holds a B.A. from Temple University in Construction Management, and 

a B.A. from Widener University in Criminal Justice. 

 Stumar (Sub-consultant): 

Stuart Drobny – Mr. Drobny is a highly acclaimed investigator recently named the “William O’Neil 

Investigator of the Year” by the New Jersey Licensed Private Investigators Association and 

awarded the prestigious “Best Of” designation by The Legal Intelligencer, the oldest law journal in 

the country.  Mr. Drobny provides a wide array of investigative services to clients nationwide, most 

notably in the areas of intellectual property fraud and anti-counterfeiting, insurance defense and 

claims, civil litigation and litigation support, financial fraud and labor, employment and family law. 

 Engagement Team Resumes 

 









 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SPECIALTIES 

 Commercial Litigation 
 Forensic Investigations 
 Bankruptcy Litigation 
 Business Valuation 

 
 

CREDENTIALS/EDUCATION 

 Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 
 Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) 
 Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF) 
 Hofstra University: BBA, Accounting 

AFFILIATIONS 

 American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants: Forensic & Valuation 
Services Section 

 American Bar Association: Litigation 
and Business Law Sections 

Maureen Egan is a Director in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation & Valuation 
Services Group. Maureen specializes in complex commercial litigation and forensic 
investigations. 

 
Maureen  has over 20 years of  experience analyzing  complex financial, accounting 
and economic issues throughout the dispute resolution process, with an emphasis 
on breach of contract and fiduciary duty claims, partnership and shareholder 
disputes and purchase prices adjustments and breach of representation and warranty 
claims arising from mergers and acquisitions. She has served as a consulting expert 
on federal district, bankruptcy, Delaware Chancery, state court and arbitration 
actions requiring the calculation of lost profits and lost value damages, the 
evaluation of insolvency and the forensic reconstruction of financial activity over 
multiple years. She has also managed forensic investigations involving internal and 
external fraud.  Maureen has also been involved in various aspects of NJ Transit’s 
Substations Program, including managing and performing procedures related to 
procurement and invoicing.   

 
Maureen began her career as a staff accountant in regional accounting firms, 
providing audit and tax services to small and midsized privately held companies. Her 
experience covers a wide range of industries, including manufacturing, retail and 
wholesale product distribution, financial services, construction, real estate, professional 
service firms and electric utilities. 

 
Maureen currently serves as a committee member of the New York Chapter of 
Women of EisnerAmper. 
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EDUCATION 

 Kean University: BS, Accounting

Jeannelle Robinson is a Senior in EisnerAmper’s Forensic, Litigation 
& Valuation Services Group. Jeannelle has more than two years of 
professional experience in commercial audit. During the audit 
processes she has been responsible for preparing reports and 
memorandums, and assisting with the preparation of financial 
statements as well as conducting substantive and analytical audit 
procedures and tests.  Ms. Robinson is currently performing 
monitoring procedures in connection with the Substations 
Program invoicing and disbursement risk. 

Prior to joining EisnerAmper Jeannelle was a Billing Clerk at Budd 
Larner P.C. The position involved generating invoices, assisting with 
collections, and preparing conflict of interest reports. 
Areas of Expertise 
• Industry Commercial Audits
• 401(k) Benefit Plans and Pension Plans

Jeannelle Robinson 
Consultant 

732.243.7898 
JEANNELLE.ROBINSON@EISNERAMPER.COM 
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TAB 3: QUALIFICATION OF FIRMS AND RELATED EXPERIENCE 

Our engagement team will be led by professionals of EisnerAmper and supplemented and 

enhanced by professionals with specialized technical knowledge from Talson and Stumar.  

 EisnerAmper (Primary Consultant): 

EisnerAmper is a limited liability partnership organized in the State of New York in 1963 and 

owned by the 200 partners and principals of the firm.  With 1,900 employees serving 23,000 clients, 

EisnerAmper is the 5th largest accounting firm in the New York metropolitan area.  The firm offers 

a full suite of accounting and advisory services and has significant experience in providing integrity 

monitoring, fraud risk assessments, fraud prevention and detection, forensic accounting and 

internal and external audit services for large construction projects.  EisnerAmper has been at the 

forefront of regulatory and compliance issues, fraud prevention and detection and internal 

auditing for more than 50 years.     

EisnerAmper has provided services similar to those outlined in the WAR for a variety of 

organizations, including NJ Transit.  Detailed descriptions of completed and ongoing 

engagements that demonstrate our ability to serve as an integrity monitor for the MCF Project 

include:  

Integrity Oversight Monitoring for New Jersey Transit – EisnerAmper has been awarded four 

professional services contracts by NJ Transit to perform integrity oversight monitoring services 

related to the expenditure of over $1 billion of Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grant funds 

for reconstruction and resiliency projects to repair infrastructure damaged by Superstorm Sandy.  

The scope of these contracts included:  

 Superstorm Sandy Program-Wide Fraud Risk Assessment, which included a review of New 

Jersey Transit’s internal processes, systems and staffing in order to identify and mitigate risks 

of fraud, waste, abuse and potential criminal activity.  The assessment involved any functional 

or operational areas tasked with processing or expending FTA funds.  The information 

accumulated in this assessment identified areas maintaining strong procedures and controls 

and areas having a higher susceptibility to fraud, waste and abuse.  EisnerAmper’s process 

also included identifying fraud schemes that could be perpetrated based on existing internal 

controls and developing monitoring plans that addressed such schemes.  We communicated 

the results of our procedures to NJ Transit’s Internal Audit Department (“IAD”) in both a written 

report and an oral presentation.  

 EisnerAmper is currently the integrity oversight monitor for the expenditure of FTA grant funds 

on a section of New Jersey Transit’s rail system operated by a 3rd party turn-key contractor as 

part of a design-build-operate-maintain contract.  Ongoing procedures include review, 
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evaluation and/or testing of contractor progress billings and related payments; procurement 

activities; construction repair and resiliency work; grant funding and reporting; contract 

compliance; and DBE compliance. 

 EisnerAmper is currently the integrity oversight monitor for the expenditure of FTA grant funds 

related to the design and replacement of four general power substations.  Ongoing 

procedures include review, evaluation and/or testing of design engineer invoices; contract 

compliance; contractor progress billings and related payments; procurement activities; 

construction repair and resiliency work; grant funding and reporting; construction 

management activities and DBE compliance. 

 EisnerAmper is currently the integrity oversight monitor for the expenditure of FTA grant funds 

related to the enhancement and improvement of a NJ Transit rail equipment storage and 

operations facility.  Ongoing procedures include review, evaluation and/or testing of design 

engineer invoices; procurement activities; construction repair and resiliency work; grant 

funding and reporting; construction management activities and DBE compliance.  

 

Financial Monitoring and Oversight for a Private Investor – EisnerAmper assisted a private 

investor monitor the expenditure of project funds by its development partner of an $800 million 

new construction office tower in New York City.  The project included monitoring tasks focused 

on loan draws, expenditures on professional services and compliance with development 

agreements.  

Independent Monitor to AIG – EisnerAmper was engaged to assist the Independent Consultant 

responsible for monitoring American International Group, Inc.’s (AIG) compliance with a deferred 

prosecution settlement agreement with the New York State Attorney General and other 

government agencies.  We conducted an in‐depth analysis of various internal control policies, 

procedures and practices of AIG, one of the world’s largest insurance companies.  Our six year 

engagement included gaining an understanding of the structure, processes and operations of the 

company, assessing remediation plans created by the company to address material weaknesses 

and significant deficiencies in internal control, modifying those plans with best practice 

recommendations and monitoring the implementation of those recommendations.  Our work 

included interfacing with the Audit Committee and senior management of the company as well 

as preparing periodic reports to the SEC. 

 Talson (Sub-consultant and DBE): 

Founded in 2001, Talson Solutions, LLC (Talson) is 100 percent dedicated to providing capital 

project consulting services assisting clients in reducing capital program risk by improving financial 

controls and project execution.  Talson offers specialized services in the areas of construction 

audit, compliance, litigation avoidance, project management and risk assessment.  Talson is 
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headquartered in Philadelphia, PA, with offices in Atlanta, GA, New York, NY and Panama City, 

Panama.  Talson is also a certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprise in more than 10 states 

including the State of New Jersey and is a certified Minority-Owned Business Enterprise.  Talson 

serves numerous industries including transportation, infrastructure, public works, commercial real 

estate, healthcare, education and more.  The size of Talson’s projects have ranged from $2 million 

to more than $10 billion in locations across the United States and internationally.  Moreover, 

Talson is knowledgeable of the complexities and challenges faced by public agencies and renders 

effective support for the improvement and successful delivery of projects for several clients 

including: the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Los Angeles County Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority, Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority and the Federal Transit 

Administration.   

Talson staff has extensive experience with respect to monitoring DBEs for fraud, waste and abuse 

regarding large-scale transportation and infrastructure projects.  Talson’s activities include but are 

not limited to conducting site visits and employee interviews to assess that DBEs are performing 

a Commercially Useful Function; performing risk assessments to identify fraudulent activity (e.g., 

pass throughs, DBE fronting, etc.); reviewing pertinent documentation (e.g., DBE reporting, 

contracts, invoices, etc.,) to confirm that all contract terms and deliverables are met; and verifying 

the prompt payment of DBE invoices and retainage. 

Talson’s experience in connection with some of the areas that they will assist EisnerAmper with 

monitoring is outlined below.   

New Jersey Transit (Superstorm Sandy Integrity Oversight Monitoring Services) – Talson 

performs activities to assess and monitor contractor compliance with New Jersey Transit’s DBE 

participation goals for the Superstorm Sandy Recovery Program, which include reviewing DBE 

reporting documentation, conducting site visits, and verifying activities to determine if project 

DBE contract awards meet or substantially meet established goals through best efforts and 

outreach.  Talson also provides integrity oversight monitoring services such as site inspections 

and performance reviews of work activities.  Inspections have included observing the installation 

of auxiliary cables, manhole air quality tests, concrete placement, rail removal, replacement of 

streetlights, and other activities. 

New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) – Talson conducted a review of the 

MTA’s capital development process leading to its five-year capital plan, and a forensic audit of the 

Long Island Rail Road’s (“LIRR”) and Metro-North Railroad’s (“MNR”) capital assets.  The forensic 

audit encompassed activities such as detailed site inspections of LIRR and MNR capital assets, 

which included evaluating the condition and state of good repair of rail track and catenary lines 

and related equipment.  In addition to site inspections, Talson reviewed and evaluated asset 
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inspection/maintenance records, third-party condition assessments, cost estimates, and internal 

capital planning documentation. 

 Stumar (Sub-consultant): 

Stumar is a leading provider of private investigative services in New Jersey.  Stumar specializes in 

conducting background checks, credential verification, surveillance and business intelligence.  

Throughout our fraud risk assessment process and the implementation of our integrity monitoring 

program, the professionals at Stumar will assist with conducting employee background 

verification procedures, site checks, licensing and permit checks and covert observations of site 

activity as necessary.    
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TAB 4: TEAM ORGANIZATION/RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

 

The EisnerAmper team is composed of the most experienced resource personnel with not only 

integrity oversight monitoring experience, but also experience with fraud investigations as well as 

experience working with NJ Transit.  Our team of professionals includes staff that have previously 

worked with and know the NJ Transit organization, key personnel, and resources. 

At the time of preparing this response, EisnerAmper recognizes that a number of the resources 

included in this proposal are dedicated to three other NJ Transit work authorizations, including 

the Hudson Bergen Light Rail Project (“HBLR”), the Substations Program (“Substations”) and the 

Delco Lead Safe Haven Inspection and Storage Facility Project (“Delco”).  EA is fully committed to 

ensuring that resources dedicated to all NJ Transit projects are available and committed to the 

project regardless of any other client commitments.  In this regard, EA performed an analysis of 

the annual hourly bandwidth of each member of the EA team that demonstrates that even with 

the addition of other client engagements as well as the hours required to perform monitoring in 

connection with the MCF Project, EA resources have sufficient bandwidth to meet the needs of NJ 

Transit.   

For each calendar year, EA starts with a requirement that each team member must account for 

1,800 hours of available time.1  We next analyzed the remaining budgeted hours, by year, for each 

member of the EA team for the HBLR, Substations, Delco and MCF Project and then compared 

                                                 
1 This figure assumes 2,080 hours in a work year, adjusted for holidays and paid time off.   

Elliott C. Lee

Title: Program Manager

Expertise: Integrity 
Mon toring / Internal Audit

Tim Van Noy

T tle: Program Manager

Expertise: Construction / IOM

David A. Cace

Title: Partner

Expertise: Monitorships

Marisol Gonzalez

Title: Administrative

Maureen Egan

Title: Senior Consultant

Expertise: Fraud & Forensics

Title: Principal

Expertise: Background 
Investigations & Surveillance

Title: Senior Consultant

Expertise: Background 
Investigations & Surveillance

Title: Consultant

Expertise: Background 
Investigations & Surveillance

Robert S. Bright

Title: Principal

Expertise: Design & Construction 
Audits / Construction Management

Stephanie Blue

T tle: Administrative

Kenneth J. Brzozowski

Title: Project Manger

Expertise: Program / 

Construction Manager

Norman Jones

Title: Project Manager

Expertise: Program / 

Construction Manager

Quinn Allen

Title: Consultant

Expertise: Construction / DBE 

Monitoring

Rachel Rosa

Title: Senior Consultant

Expertise: Construction / DBE 

Monitoring

Craig Mann

Title: Senior Consultant

Expertise: Construction / 
Compliance

Nancy Pham

Title: Consultant

Expertise: IOM / Fraud

Jeannelle Robinson

Title: Consultant

Expertise: Commercial 
Audits
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those hours against a total of 1,800 available hours.  The results of this analysis shows that at any 

point in time over the course of the three year MCF Project, each EA resource dedicated to the NJ 

Transit IOM projects would still have over 50% of their available hours remaining in their annual 

hourly time requirements even after fulfilling every hour budgeted to all four NJ Transit IOM 

projects.  This leaves more than sufficient bandwidth to successfully monitor these four WAR’s as 

well as any additional contracts that may come online.   

Resource Allocation and Certification of Availability 

EisnerAmper maintains full time offices throughout the Tri-State area.  Our geographic locations 

are perfectly situated to quickly mobilize our team and to have the necessary presence both at NJ 

Transit headquarters as well as in the field.  We have major offices in Metropark, New Jersey (486 

employees), New York City (785 employees) and Philadelphia (171 employees).  In total, we have 

approximately 1,440 employees within an 80 mile radius of NJ Transit’s headquarters and we are 

conveniently located within minutes of the Northern, Central and Southern regions of New Jersey.  

EisnerAmper’s proximity to the proposed site in Kearny, New Jersey separates us from the other 

IOM firms.  With offices and personnel located in New Jersey, New York City and Philadelphia, our 

team will be able to easily deploy professionals to conduct regular sites visits and fieldwork 

monitoring.   

EisnerAmper and the proposed engagement team have the availability, capacity and staff 

resources to provide IOM services for the Integrity Oversight Monitoring Services related to the 

MCF Project as well as any future Work Authorizations issued by NJ Transit.  We certify that the 

key personnel of EisnerAmper illustrated above will be a committed resource, responsible for 

delivering on execution of services for this WAR.  In no event will any of the key personnel 

presented be removed from the engagement team without written approval by NJ Transit.  Should 

any of the key personnel noted within this proposal leave EisnerAmper during the MCF Project, 

NJ Transit will be notified in writing within five business days of such person’s departure.  

Moreover, EisnerAmper will manage its sub-consultants during the engagement to ensure that 

management and staff are available to fulfill project needs and requirements as necessary. 
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TAB 5: TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 

Overview 

EisnerAmper recognizes that the MCF Project is divided into three (3) distinct phases (“Phases”) 

including:  

Phase I:  IOM Services for the applicable Design Contract  

Phase II:  IOM Services for the procurement of the anticipated Joint Investment Partnership Agreement 

(JIPA)  

Phase III:  IOM Services for the risk assessment of contract compliance controls related to the 

anticipated Joint Investment Partnership Agreement (JIPA) 

Because each phase of the MCF Project is distinct and involves different scopes of work, EA’s 

technical approach to this WAR is to develop three separate and distinct workplans that cater to 

each phase.  EisnerAmper has created workplans which aim to address all the applicable tasks as 

set forth in Section C of the WAR for each phase and considers and encompasses all of the 

potential fraud risks as outlined in Attachment 7.  To demonstrate how EisnerAmper’s approach 

addresses the risks in Section C of the WAR, we have presented the Tasks identified by NJ Transit 

in the following steps by Phase.     

PHASE-BY-PHASE APPROACH 

Phase I – IOM Services for the Applicable Design Contract  

Leveraging the experience derived from our work with Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. (“Jacobs” or 

the “Design Consultant”) in connection with the Delco Lead Safe Haven Inspection and Storage 

Facility Project, as well as Talson’s experience with design contracts, EA will perform the following 

procedures and steps to monitor for potential fraud, waste, abuse and corruption related to Phase 

I of the MCF Project.    

EisnerAmper’s process will start with applying a risk-based approach to monitoring the Design 

Consultant.  Our risk-based approach results in the most efficient and effective program by 

identifying and prioritizing fraud risk areas and focusing our resources to address those risks with 

the appropriate responsive procedures and substantive testing.  The overall themes of our 

approach are to apply targeted forensic audit and compliance methodologies based on the 

identified risk areas; provide recommendations for improvements and to effectively and efficiently 

allocate resources towards substantive review and monitoring of documents.   
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Step 1: Preparing and Maintaining a Fraud Risk Assessment (Task E) 

EisnerAmper’s fraud risk assessment takes a comprehensive approach to identifying fraud, waste, 

corruption, abuse and/or potential criminal activity by first obtaining a complete understanding 

of the facts and circumstances of the specific phase of work, the type of work that is being 

performed, the form of the contract as well as the contractors that are engaged to perform under 

contract.  In this regard, the results of the Fraud Risk Assessment will be impacted by the policies, 

procedures and controls maintained by Jacobs.  The objective of the Fraud Risk Assessment is to 

evaluate the procedures and controls maintained by Jacobs to manage and account for the MCF 

Project by: 

 Identifying the primary fraud risk areas inherent in the selected contract form; 

 Determining the likely fraud schemes within those fraud risk areas; 

 Prioritizing those fraud risk schemes through assessing the relative likelihood that the 

identified fraud schemes could be accomplished within the existing operational and control 

environments and evaluating the likely impact to the MCF Project if the identified fraud 

schemes were perpetrated; and 

 Adjusting forensic and monitoring procedures to address areas identified as medium or high 

risk in likelihood and impact. 

The Fraud Risk Assessment provides the foundation for the overall Monitoring Program and 

approach by identifying and risk rating the areas within the contractor’s organizations that may 

present a greater degree of fraud risk.  EisnerAmper will be able to leverage the knowledge of 

Jacobs’ policies and procedures that were gained while conducting a similar Fraud Risk 

Assessment of Jacobs in connection with the Delco Lead Project.   

The steps performed in conducting the Fraud Risk Assessment are described below.   

1. Understanding the Project:  This step includes obtaining the information and documents from 

NJ Transit necessary to gain an understanding of the scope of work for Phase I of the MCF 

Project.  This will include obtaining and reviewing agreements between NJ Transit and Jacobs 

to understand the rights, responsibilities and obligations of the parties and to identify 

applicable laws, regulations, codes and programs affecting the MCF Project.  Plans and 

specifications will be reviewed and, where applicable, a walk-through of the site will be 

conducted to gain an understanding of the physical location of the proposed construction 

and to observe site status.    

2. Understanding the Contractor’s Organization: This step includes obtaining an understanding 

of Jacobs’ organization, including the various departments and key employees involved in 

each step of managing and executing the MCF Project.  Our approach to performing fraud 
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risk assessments considers not only the procedures and controls but also Jacobs’ 

organizational structure down to the individual positions performing the day to day work.  

Again, here EisnerAmper will be able to leverage our knowledge and past experience with 

Jacobs from other IOM projects.   

3. Interviewing Key Personnel: Meeting with key contractor personnel to gain an understanding 

of their role and their understanding of the procedures and controls that are in place. 

4. Assessing Processes and Procedures:  Conducting a detailed review of documented policies, 

processes and standard operating procedures that are used by the contractor(s) in performing 

work on the MCF Project.  The policies and procedures relevant to Jacobs and Phase I of the 

MCF Project include the following:  

 New Client Set-up: Procedures in place should define the steps to set up new projects to 

ensure the segregation of project costs and that costs are coded appropriately.  

 Employee Time Entry:  Personnel assigned to the project should follow documented 

procedures for accurate and timely recording hours billed to each project.  Additional 

controls should be in place for the approval of hours billed to the projects. 

 Bill Preparation: Procedures and controls surrounding the billing system should ensure the 

costs incurred on the project are accurately reflected and include proper supporting 

documentation in accordance to NJ Transit requirements.    

 Accounts Payable: Policies should detail how payments are made to sub-consultants on 

the project, what controls are in place to ensure timely payments and that meet 

requirements for sub-consultants under the DBE program. 

 Requests for Information (“RFIs”):  RFIs are important documents as most change orders, 

cost overruns and design modifications begin with an RFI.  A system should be in place to 

file RFIs and assign unique RFI numbers.  Internal control assessments related to RFIs will 

include gaining an understanding of how RFIs are initiated and track correspondence 

related to RFIs as they cycle between contractors and designer.  Deficiencies and 

weaknesses in RFI controls can result in construction delays, additional costs and change 

orders. 

5. Identifying Fraud Risks/Schemes:  Using the information gained in steps 1 through 4, as well 

as our industry expertise and knowledge of the techniques contractors use to commit fraud, 

we identify specific fraud risks/schemes by functional and operational area.     

6. Evaluating Fraud Risks/Schemes:  As part of our process we will assess the fraud schemes in 

the context of “likelihood” and “impact.” The evaluation of likelihood represents the 

probability of the fraud scheme succeeding if attempted.  The impact represents the effect to 

the organization if the scheme is/was successful.  
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Likelihood does not attempt to rate or imply the likelihood that anyone would actually attempt 

to commit the fraud scheme.  It only assesses the likelihood that the fraud would be successful, 

if attempted.  A successful fraud is one that is perpetrated and not timely detected.  The 

possible likelihood ratings are: 

 Low: indicates that the existing procedures and controls are adequate to either prevent or 

timely detect the particular fraud scheme; 

 Medium: indicates that under the right circumstances the fraud scheme could be 

successful and  

 High: indicates that the current controls and procedures may not prevent and/or detect 

the fraud scheme should it be attempted. 

Impact to the organization considers both the monetary impact and the reputational impact 

to the MCF Project should the occurrence of the fraud become public.  This can be rated as 

low, medium or high.  The Fraud Risk Assessment also includes the rationale for the rating 

and/or the mitigating controls. 

The results of our evaluation will be summarized and documented in a Fraud Risk Assessment 

Matrix, which organizes identified fraud risks/schemes by functional area, assigns likelihood 

and impact ratings, lists mitigating controls and/or deficiencies and identifies residual risks 

and control gaps which require monitoring or remediation.  Table No. 1 below provides an 

example of our fraud risk assessment matrix to illustrate the deliverable we will provide to the 

NJ Transit IAD Program Manager. 

Table No. 1 

Example 

Fraud Risk Assessment Matrix 

 
 

The categories of information presented in the Fraud Risk Assessment Matrix are as follows. 

 Identified Fraud Risks/Schemes:  This column captures the fraud risks/schemes specific to 

the work authorization/project based on the procedures performed in steps 1 to 6 above.  

# Identified Fraud Risks/Schemes Likelihood Impact Department
Ratings Rationale/

Control Effectiveness

Control Gap/

Comments

1 False Materials and Material 

Substitution

Low High Field Work 

Management

2 Material supplier and/or 

subcontractor kickback schemes

Medium Low Field Work 

Management

3 Falsified safety, environmental or 

other comp iance documentation

Medium High Field Work 

Management
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 Likelihood and Impact:  The evaluation of likelihood represents the probability of the fraud 

risk/scheme succeeding if attempted.  The evaluation of impact represents the effect to NJ 

Transit if the scheme is/was successful.   

 Department:  Represents the area that is affected by the identified fraud risks/schemes.   

 Ratings Rationale/Control Effectiveness:  This sets forth the basis for how we arrived at the 

assignment of a specific rating for both “Likelihood” and “Impact.”  This column will also 

provide information regarding which controls, procedures and processes are in place 

which may mitigate the fraud risk/scheme identified.   

 Residual Risks:  These are risks that management is willing to accept either because the 

cost of prevention is too expensive or impractical.  Each of these risks will be evaluated 

and discussed with management.   

 Control Gap/Comments:  These are control, procedure and process deficiencies identified 

during our assessment.   

Our analysis of likelihood and impact will be utilized to prioritize fraud schemes and to develop 

specific audit and forensic testing methods and programs to address the weaknesses and risk 

areas identified in the fraud risk assessment process.  Fraud schemes rated as medium or high 

in likelihood and impact will be addressed through additional monitoring, testing and analyses 

to determine if any fraud has been perpetrated and ensure fraud risks are mitigated and 

prevented going forward.  Further, our fraud risk assessment is a living document that will be 

continually referenced and revised throughout our integrity monitoring process.  As new 

findings are observed in the field and through our forensic analysis, we will consider such 

factors and revise our initial fraud risk assessments and monitoring procedures as necessary. 

7. Monitoring Program:  The Fraud Risk Assessment Matrix created in step 6 serves as the 

foundation for developing our Monitoring Program and will be provided to the NJ Transit IAD 

Program Manager.  

 

Step 2: Developing and Implementing Integrity Monitoring Programs (Task B) 

As experienced forensic investigators and auditors, we understand that the objective of oversight 

monitoring is to efficiently and effectively identify areas susceptible to fraud, prioritize those risks 

and remediate them.  Working closely with the NJ Transit IAD Project Manager and using the 

results of our Fraud Risk Assessment, we will develop customized monitoring program related to 

the Design Consultant. 

Our analysis of the internal controls and the resulting Fraud Risk Assessment reports will create 

the framework from which we will develop our customized monitoring program in connection 

with the Design Contract.  Our program will clearly state the known fraud and integrity risks and 
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outline in specific detail what, when, how and where tasks need to be performed.  The program 

will also contemplate staffing needs including identifying the most experienced project manager 

and the number of staff required to execute the program.  It will discuss how each identified risk 

will be proactively addressed, analyzed, documented and reported.   

Our Monitoring Program for Phase I will consider and cover the potential risk categories 

associated with the Design Contract.  Based on the information provided in the WAR about the 

scope of the Design Contract, we have organized our IOM workplan for Phase I by risk category 

as follows:  

1. Grant Management   

2. Procurement  

3. Disbursement/Invoicing  

4. Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (“DBE”) (See below for details regarding the 

monitoring procedures related to DBEs) 

5. Change Orders 

6. Claims Management 

7. Construction Assistance  
 

The specific procedures we may perform in the course of developing and implementing IOM 

programs for each risk category during Phase I of the MCF Project are discussed in detail in step 

3 below.  

Step 3:  Monitoring Contractor/Vendor Compliance with Applicable Laws and Contract 

Requirements (Task A) and Conducting Background Checks, Reviews of Documents and 

Investigations (Task C)  

− Monitoring Contractor/Vendor Compliance with Applicable Laws and Contract 

Requirements (Task A) 

To properly monitor for instances of fraud, waste, abuse and potential criminal activity, 

EisnerAmper must understand the laws and regulations that are applicable in Phase I of the MCF 

Project.  The Design Contract will have unique laws, regulations and contractual provisions that 

are specific to the scope of work.  During the Fraud Risk Assessment process, we will gain an 

understanding and identify the applicable laws, regulations and contractual provisions.  This 

understanding and the applicable controls in place will then translate into designing monitoring 

procedures.   
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− Conducting Background Checks, Reviews of Documents and Investigations (Task C) 

Our Monitoring Program will include procedures aimed to ensure that the requirements of Task 

C are met.  Within our overall approach, this task encompasses the planned and scheduled testing 

and analyses that will be performed on a periodic basis throughout Phase I of the MCF Project.  

The risks and associated procedures presented here are preliminary and based on the information 

provided in connection with this WAR.  Our specific Monitoring Program and audit procedures 

will be driven by the results of our Fraud Risk Assessment and our discussions with the NJ Transit 

IAD Project Managers.   

Based on our preliminary understanding of each Phase included in the MCF Project, listed below 

are potential monitoring procedures that EisnerAmper may perform as part of monitoring 

compliance.   

 Grant Management  

Grant management refers to activities that impact compliance with the rules and regulations 

governing funding for the MCF Project received from the FTA.  Risks associated with grant 

management include: falsification of grant applications, improper use of FTA funds for non-

Superstorm Sandy projects, contractor and sub-consultant invoices are intentionally or 

accidentally miscoded and falsified reporting to the FTA.   

Monitoring procedures for the grant management risk category are separated into initial activities 

and then periodic monitoring procedures to be performed on a weekly, monthly and quarterly 

basis.   

− Initial Activities  

 Review grant scope to confirm consistency with project scope identified during initial 

Superstorm Sandy damage assessment. 

 Verify detailed scope of work per grant application has been approved by the FTA.  

 Review final accounting and grant allocations for reasonableness and potential fraud or 

inaccurate reporting. 

 

− Monthly Activities 

 Verify invoice charges are properly recorded to correct grant code(s). 

 Test that the Design Consultant’s invoices are processed in accordance with NJ Transit 

procedures, charged to the appropriate expense and grant accounts and represent only 

Sandy-related work consistent with grant requirements. 
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− Quarterly Activities 

 Verify timely submission of FTA quarterly reports. 

 Verify accuracy of FTA quarterly reports.  

 

 Procurement  

The objective of our procurement monitoring procedures is to limit the risk of procurement fraud, 

waste and abuse.  This will include assessing the Independent Cost Estimate (“ICE”) for 

reasonableness and that the ICE development process was appropriately applied as well as 

confirming that the NJ Transit procurement process and FTA best practices are being 

appropriately followed.  Monitoring procedures include, but are not limited to: 

 Review Request for Proposal (“RFP”) package for conformity with Procurement Manual Article 

XVI B, including but not limited verifying the RFP includes the exact basis by which bids will 

be evaluated and awarded and clearly identifies all forms required to be completed by the 

vendor.   

 Verify the RFP bid package was reviewed and approved prior to release by the Project 

Manager. 

 Verify the RFP bid package was reviewed and approved prior to release by the Division of Law. 

 Verify the RFP bid package was reviewed and approved prior to release by the Office of 

Business Development (OBD). 

 Verify SBE/DBE race conscious or race neutral goals were established by the Office of Business 

Development (OBD) prior to the advertising and release of the EOI/ IFB/RFP. 

 Verify the RFP bid package was reviewed and approved prior to release by Risk Management. 

 Verify the RFP bid package was reviewed and approved prior to release by the Office of the 

State Comptroller (OSC). 

 Review the ICE for conformity with the process as defined by the NJ Transit Procurement 

Manual.  

 Verify that the ICE was independently developed (i.e., all parties involved in the process are 

properly segregated).  

 Assess that the ICE was prepared by qualified individuals who have adequate technical 

knowledge.    

 Review the ICE process to verify accurate scope of work and proper approvals. 

 Conduct analytical reviews of ICEs across similar task order assignments to identify fluctuations 

that may indicate potential fraud. 
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 Review documents and correspondence supporting procurement and contract negotiations 

to identify indicia of unreasonable or inappropriate pricing terms. 

 Conduct analytical reviews of pricing between WARs to identify fluctuations or unusual 

variances (as applicable).  

 Analyze cost metrics for reasonableness and consistency across similar task order assignments. 

 Conduct investigations to determine if conflicts of interest or existing relationships exist. 

 Conduct background checks of individuals involved with ICE development to identify 

undisclosed improper relationships. 

 Conduct background investigations on contractors, suppliers and consultants. 

 

 Disbursement/Invoicing  

The EisnerAmper team understands the nuances of invoicing testing in a design contract setting.  

We recognize that monitoring and managing costs in relation to the design schedule is critical to 

progressing to the construction phase and diminishing overall risks.  EisnerAmper’s workplan will 

encompass understanding the complexities of this project, the financial and technical challenges 

associated with transportation and infrastructure projects and how Jacobs accumulate costs, time 

and expenses relative to the design engineering of the MCF Project, including Jacobs’ process for 

managing work performed, inspection, quality assurance and control, safety, and their interactions 

with their sub-consultants.  

Some key activities include, but are not limited, to: 

 Assess key contractual deliverables and obligations, specifically definitions for allowable 

project costs. 

 Review Design Consultant’s Applications for Payment (“AFP”) including approval process, costs 

spent to date, expenses and sub-consultant back-up documentation. 

 Review billings to date relative to the initial contract amount and review the basis for and 

approval of all change orders or other increases in contract amount. 

 Verify reconciliation of anticipated final contract value including settlement of all change 

orders, final subcontract values, and final Design Consultant fees, etc. 

 

Detailed procedures included in our Monitoring Program will be separated into initial activities 

and then periodic monitoring procedures to be performed on a weekly, monthly and quarterly 

basis, as applicable:  
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− Initial Activities  

 Review the Project Manager ("PM") Memo – for completeness.  

 Review the design schedule relative to procurement and construction schedules and perform 

the following: 

 Identify major milestone dates. 

 Gain an understanding of work sequences and activity relationships. 

 Obtain a list of Jacobs’ active projects indicating the location of the project, the nature of the 

work being performed and the planned completion date to monitor for potential cost shifting 

as well as verify that invoices have the correct “delivered to” address.  

 

− Monthly Activities 

 Review and confirm the arithmetic accuracy of the Design Consultant’s invoice and any sub-

consultant invoices. 

 Confirm the invoice is in the required form and contains all required sign-offs and certifications 

and appropriately dated. 

 Confirm labor and overhead rates are consistent with the contract. 

 

− Quarterly Activities 

 Evaluate spend relative to budget. 

 Update listing of the Jacobs’ active projects to monitor for potential cost shifting.  

 Select a sample of labor hours from invoices and perform the following: 

 Verify calculations of gross pay and overtime, if any. 

 Verify payment to copy of wire transfer or cancelled check. 

 Agree hours to timekeeping records. 

 Confirm that Design Consultant’s procedures and controls were followed, including review 

of any IAD reports issued in connection to Jacobs. 

 Select a sample of sub-consultant invoices and perform the following: 

 Verify invoice is from an approved vendor or sub-consultant. 

 Verify timely payment of invoice for appropriate amount. 

 Confirm Design Consultant’s procedures and controls were followed 
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Additionally, EisnerAmper noted that per Jacobs’ contract for the TRANSITGRID Project, if actual 

labor overheads are less than the percentages per the contract, Jacobs is required to return the 

overages.  Consequently, the actual overheads are subject to audit.  EisnerAmper will conduct a 

review of the audit and/or the decision to or not to audit Jacobs on an annual basis.   

 

We will report our findings periodically, with the specific format and frequency of the reporting 

as outlined in Task D below or in Interim Reports as required by NJ Transit IAD (to be agreed upon 

with the NJ Transit IAD Project Manager).  Any findings indicating fraud or illegal activity will be 

immediately reported to the Office of the State Comptroller and the Attorney General/OSC 

Taskforce with a copy to NJ Transit Auditor General immediately consistent with the requirements 

of N.J.S.A. 52:15D-2.   

 Change Orders 

As the project progresses, EisnerAmper will evaluate the impact of project change orders focusing 

on cost, schedule, and compliance accordingly.  Our team will assess if best practices are in-place 

for change management during the design phase of the project.  EisnerAmper, assisted by our 

sub-consultant Talson, will review key project documentation for completeness, consistency and 

compliance to contract agreements.   

Key activities include but are not limited to: 

 Conduct interviews with key project team personnel (and others as needed) to understand the 

project change management including the evaluation and compliance for potential claims. 

 Monitor change order requests to confirm conformity with NJ Transit procedures. 

 Review contract agreement to clarify and ensure inclusion of specific contract provisions 

specific to change order management for the Design Consultant and sub-consultants, fee 

calculation, insurance, and reporting requirements. 

 Review change orders including agreement with project reports and AFP, proper approval, 

reasonability of change and compare to initial project scope, proper sub-consultant back-up 

documentation, allowable mark-ups, etc. 

 

 Claims Management 

Claims can arise during the course of the project in relation to differing site conditions, schedule 

acceleration, sub-consultant costs, inefficiencies, design and other variables.  EisnerAmper will 

supply NJ Transit with the appropriate contemporaneous documentation to assist in resolving 

claims quickly in conjunction with NJ Transit’s Legal Department.  

 Obtain and review all claim submissions. 
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 Review NJ Transit’s claim determination and assess for conformity with NJ Transit procedures. 

 Attend selected negotiation meetings. 

 

 Construction Assistance  

We may perform some or all of the following types of activities depending on the scope of services 

specific to the construction assistance phase of work as detailed in Jacobs’ contract with NJ Transit. 

 Reviewing their service contract with NJ Transit. 

 Review inspection procedures. 

 Review drawing revision and control procedures. 

 Selecting a sample of invoices and perform the following: 

 Review and confirm arithmetic accuracy of invoices. 

 Confirm that the invoice was processed in accordance with NJ Transit’s controls and 

procedures. 

 Confirm that the invoice is in required form and contains all required sign-offs and 

certifications and appropriately dated. 

 Verify that the invoice is compliant with the contract requirements. 

 Review billings to date relative to the initial contract amount and review the basis for and 

approval of all change orders or other increases in contract amount. 

 Identify any remaining work tasks to be conducted during the construction phase of the 

overall project and develop additional monitoring activities relative to those tasks. 

 

Phase II - Services for the Procurement of the Anticipated Joint Investment Partnership 

Agreement (JIPA)   

For Phase II, EA will conduct monitoring procedures related to the procurement of the JIPA.  

EisnerAmper’s process will start with a modified Fraud Risk Assessment of the respondents of the 

RFP for the anticipated JIPA.  This modified Fraud Risk Assessment will include gaining a general 

understanding of the controls maintained by each respondent in connection with how it will 

execute the JIPA.  In parallel with this assessment, EA will conduct monitoring procedures in line 

with NJ Transit Procurement Manual. EA’s monitoring plan will be separated into the various 

stages of procurement, including: (1) Pre-solicitation (2) Pre-award, (3) Post-award and (4) any 

conflicts of interest.  
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 Pre-Solicitation 

In this stage of the procurement process, EisnerAmper will structure its monitoring procedures to 

the development of the RFP package for the JIPA and the appropriate approval processes in 

accordance to NJ Transit’s Procurement policies as well as state and federal guidelines. 

Also as part of the Pre-Solicitation stage, EA will conduct preliminary Fraud Risk Assessments with 

each of the respondents of the RFP package for the JIPA to assist NJ Transit with evaluating the 

qualifications and controls of selecting the potential JIPA award.  

Monitoring procedures include, but are not limited to: 

1. Understanding the Respondents’ Organization: This step includes obtaining an understanding 

of each of the respondents’ organization, including the various departments and key 

employees involved in each step of managing and executing the MCF Project.  Our approach 

to performing fraud risk assessments considers not only the procedures and controls but also 

the respondents’ organizational structure down to the individual positions performing the day 

to day work. 

2. Interviewing Key Personnel: Meeting with key personnel to gain an understanding of their role 

and their understanding of the procedures and controls that are in place. 

3. Assessing Processes and Procedures:  Conducting a review of documented policies, processes 

and standard operating procedures that are used by each of the respondents in performing 

work on projects involving design, build, finance, commission, operate and maintain aspects.  

These policies and procedures will be considered by primary functional area, including field 

work management, project management and financial management.  

4. Verifying the RFP Approval Process: This step involves monitoring procedures to ensure that 

the RFP package was reviewed and approved prior to release by various parties and the RFP 

conforms to the procurement process as defined by the NJ Transit Procurement Manual.   

 Pre-Award 

After the release of the RFP for the JIPA, which includes detailed technical project and legal 

information, EisnerAmper will review RFP submission packages and evaluation criteria included 

with the RFP for the JIPA.  Each respondents’ submission should be evaluated consistent to the 

criteria provided and noted on evaluation score sheets.  This assessment should follow a similar 

review and approval process by various parties, as noted above. 

Post-Award: 

After the approval of the award to the selected respondent, EisnerAmper will monitor closing 

procurement activities including: 

 Verifying the Purchase Requisition is completed and approved; 
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 Verifying a purchase order was issued; and 

 Noting any changes to sub-consultants approved by OBD from the original Form A, A1, 

A2, etc. submitted in RFP package submission. 

 

 Conflicts of Interest 

EisnerAmper’s monitoring procedures will include conducting various investigations and 

background checks during the multiple stages of the procurement process. This will take into 

consideration if there are any existing relationships among the parties involved, conducting 

background checks of individuals involved with ICE development, investigations on sub-

consultants and any conflicts with individuals involved on the Technical Evaluation Committee. 

Phase III - Services for the risk assessment of contract compliance controls related to the 

anticipated Joint Investment Partnership Agreement (JIPA) 

JIPA Risk Assessment and Compliance Review and Recommendations (Task G) 

Risks stem from the nature of the contract, scope of work and the entities involved with the project 

and the associated controls and procedures they maintain.  The Risk Assessment of the JIPA under 

EisnerAmper’s monitoring program will incorporate evaluations of contract compliance of the 

JIPA, what processes or controls are in place to monitor this contract compliance and which areas 

may require more specific, detailed monitoring procedures.   

EisnerAmper’s procedures related to Phase III will identify the key risks associated with the JIPA 

which encompasses design, build, finance, commission, operate and maintain of the MCF Project 

and provide best practices recommendations from the results of the assessment of the contract 

provisions and controls.   

Based on the information provided in the WAR about the scope of the MCF Project, we have 

organized our risk assessment workplan for Phase III by the following risk categories: 

 Contract Compliance 

 Financial Risks 

 Building Risks 

 Operation and Maintenance (“O&M”) Risks 

 

 Contract Compliance 

In assessing the control mechanisms on the anticipated JIPA, EisnerAmper’s procedures for this 

Phase will consider the terms and provisions of the agreement.  The JIPA should, at a minimum, 

addressed the following common concerns and risks:  
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 Scope of work to be provided by each party; 

 The compensation structure and payment terms; 

 Agreement termination clauses; 

 Contract re-negotiation and extension options; 

 Ability to transfer obligations to other parties; 

 Indemnification;  

 Management of dispute resolutions 

 

 Financial Risks 

The anticipated JIPA will contemplate financing by the selected respondent and all obligations to 

meet for the FTA. The respondent should demonstrate how financing will be obtained, if lenders 

are utilized in financing whether project assets can be pledged, agree to the terms of any 

concession fees, understand the revenue generation model and how to mitigate against 

nonpayment or insufficient revenue.  

 Building Risks 

The MCF Project will result in the construction of a new electric power generating facility, including 

electrical transmission and distribution lines, substations, associated infrastructure and other 

emergency generators.  The risks related to the construction of this facility should consider the 

following: 

 The regulatory obligations that must be met; 

 Project scope and specifications; 

 Unexpected design changes; 

 Qualifications of contractors; 

 Potential performance defects; 

 Failure to meet performance milestones; 

 Projects costs and market conditions.  

 

 Operation and Maintenance Risks 

The respondents to the RFP for the JIPA should have experience in operating and maintaining the 

electric generating technology at the capacities necessary to fulfill NJ Transit’s power supply and 

requirements.  Risk considerations for O&M include: 
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 High operating costs and maintenance of equipment and materials; 

 Frequency and procedures of the maintenance and repair schedule; 

 Qualified operating personnel; 

 Quality of services provided; and 

 Reduced demand for services / decreased revenues. 

 

APPLICABLE TO ALL PHASES OF WORK 

The following areas were identified by EisnerAmper as being applicable to all three phases of the 

MCF Project.  

Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (“DBE”) 

EisnerAmper’s approach to monitoring that the Race Conscious DBE goal of 10% as established 

by NJ Transit for the MCF Project includes ensuring that our methodology, deliverables and 

communication with NJ Transit are of the highest quality.  Our team will perform specific 

monitoring activities and have frequent discussions with NJ Transit to address potential issues in 

a timely manner and ensure overall engagement objectives remain the primary focus.  We will 

conduct internal quality assurance reviews of all engagement deliverables. 

Our DBE Monitoring Program will be led by our sub-consultant Talson.  Talson is a DBE firm with 

extensive experience providing DBE compliance monitoring and reporting services.  Our strategy 

for assessing DBE fraudulent activity encompasses: false certification documentation, false 

compliance documentation, false or manipulated DBE pricing, pass-through, and fronting.  A more 

detailed description of the related fraud monitoring activities / procedures is provided below.   

− False Certification Documentation  

 Verify registrations and services awarded/performed are included within the New Jersey 

Unified Certification Program (“NJUCP”) database. 

 Verify, if applicable, that the participant's partnership, sub-consultants and vendors are 

also registered in the NJUCP as represented. 

 Periodically review for changes in ownership and updates/recertification with the NJUCP.  

 Discuss potential anomalies/concerns/red flags with the DBE certifying officer. 

 Prioritize DBE risk areas from certification review.  

 Test DBE contracts/insurance are in place for period of work performed.  
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− False Documentation  

 Review the prime, sub-consultant, second tier and other consultant agreements for key 

contractual deliverables.  

 Review the DBE's certified payroll for accuracy and completeness.  

 Assess monthly invoices to NJ Transit to evaluate that the DBE is performing the scope of 

work.  

 Test prime’s and DBE's requests related to changes to DBE plan and participant levels.  

 Verify the accuracy of the cumulative impact of approved contract change orders at 

various stages of the prime’s and DBE's progress.  

 Evaluate the risk that the prime is not meeting the established DBE goal.  

 Review contract deliverables as appropriate for the defined scope of work, including but 

not limited to design activities, submission of monthly invoices, reporting, and other 

relevant documents/activities. 

 Test for unusual timing of critical documentation for consistency to project events. 

 Test accuracy of waivers of lien and sub-consultant sworn statements to assess 

reasonableness and timeliness of the payment of invoices and retainage.  

 Test DBE contracts/insurance are in place for period of work performed.  

 

− False or Manipulated DBE Pricing  

 Evaluate the risk that the prime(s) may not meet the established DBE goal, including 

assessing best efforts performed.  

 Review DBE sub-consultant agreement awards and verify DBE sub-consultant award 

amounts reported on required forms submitted to NJ Transit.  

 Verify that the final schedule of values estimate is reasonable when compared to the DBE 

scope of work value estimate.  

 Review contract procurement practices/bid documentation for inclusion, transparency, 

and compliance to NJ Transit policies and procedures. 

 Review bid information for inconsistencies/significant changes. 

 

− Pass-Through  

 Observe DBE manpower/organization headcount/reports for reasonableness to scope of 

work.  
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 Assess monthly invoices to prime(s) to ensure the DBE's value of work matches the 

contract; and work performed meets a commercially useful function.  

 Review any requests related to changes to DBE plan and participant levels.  

 Review second tier sub-consultant or supplier contract deliverables as appropriate for the 

defined scope of work, including but not limited to design and construction activities, 

submission of monthly invoices, reporting, and other relevant documents/activities to 

determine that the appropriate credit is reported.  

 Review invoices to assess reasonableness and timeliness of the payment and retainage.  

 Review payments to prime contractor by NJ Transit as well as from the prime contractor 

to all DBEs.  

 Review waivers of lien and sub-consultant sworn statements to assess reasonableness and 

timeliness of the payment of invoices and retainage.  

 Test that DBE contracts/insurance are in place for period of work performed.  

 

− Fronting  

 Workforce Diversity Site Inspection and Commercially Useful Function Forms will be used 

to document DBE activities; Photographic documentation will be used to verify DBE 

activities, equipment, personnel, worker identification, and documentation, where 

applicable.  

 Conduct interviews of prime contractor and sub-consultants’ labor force via selective 

sampling and verify the data to certified payrolls, DBE manpower/organization charts, and 

labor billing reports.  

 Review prime/sub-consultant agreements for staffing to union labor agreements, if 

applicable.  

 Interview DBE employees, utilizing Workforce Diversity Site Inspection Form.  

 Assess monthly invoices to NJ Transit to ensure the DBE is performing a commercial useful 

function.  

 Review any contractors’ requests related to changes to its DBE plan and participant levels.  

 Evaluate the risk that the contractor(s) is not meeting the established DBE goal.  

 

Reporting (Task D) and Project-wide Activities (Task F) 

Our Fraud Risk Assessment related to Phase I and II, the JIPA Risk Assessment related to Phase III, 

and the results derived from related monitoring procedures implemented thereafter will serve as 

the foundation for the various reports required by NJ Transit to validate our conclusions, 
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recommendations, plans, documentation and deliverables.  The specific status reports and 

findings memorandum we will provide to the NJ Transit IAD Project Manager and/or the New 

Jersey State Treasurer, as applicable, will include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 
 

The objective of our reporting procedures and work paper documentation is to provide NJ Transit 

access to critical information so that NJ Transit is well informed and prepared for any meetings 

including scheduled quarterly review meetings with the FTA for Major Capital Projects as well as 

special situation meetings.  We will also ensure that NJ Transit has the information necessary to 

respond quickly to any inquiries, whether from the Government Accountability Office, the 

Department of Transportation’s Office of Inspector General, or other governmental agency or 

committee.  To the extent EisnerAmper identifies a finding through the course of our procedures, 

specific ad hoc reporting regarding such finding will be provided to NJ Transit on an as needed 

basis, separate from the periodic reports as noted above. 

All reports will be prepared in compliance with malfeasance and inefficiency reporting protocols 

developed by the State Treasurer.  Any findings indicating fraud or illegal activity will be 

immediately reported to the Office of the State Comptroller and the Attorney General/OSC 

Taskforce with a copy to NJ Transit Auditor General immediately consistent with the requirements 

of N.J.S.A. 52:15D-2.  
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Throughout the engagement, EisnerAmper performs regular, periodic Project-Wide activities.  

Similar to our periodic reporting, many of these activities, such as providing updates to the NJ 

Transit IAD and preparing invoices and related supporting documentation will be performed in 

conjunction with NJ Transit IAD.   

EisnerAmper will prepare interim reports in accordance with the template included with the WAR 

as Attachment 9.  The frequency of our interim reports will be determined in consultation with NJ 

Transit IAD as well as the duration and timeline of each phase of the MCF Project.  When the 

project is complete EisnerAmper will submit a final Close-out Report.  



TAB 6 
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TAB 6: DBE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

The EisnerAmper team recognizes the importance of meeting the ten percent (10%) Race 

Conscious DBE goal that has been assigned to this project.  As noted above, we believe that given 

the scope and nature of the MCF Project, our sub-consultant, Talson, has the requisite experience 

and background to assist with conducting the necessary monitoring procedures in connection 

with DBE fraud risks and assisting with monitoring the Design Contract in Phase I.  Talson is a 

certified DBE by NJ Transit.  We have committed to reach a DBE percentage participation in the 

MCF Project of 17.0%. 

In order to ensure that Talson will achieve the estimated 17.0% of the project, EisnerAmper will 

work closely with Talson seeking their guidance and support throughout the project.  Our 

approach is using Talson as advisors and partners rather than a service providers.  Under this 

approach, Talson will be involved in each step of our process in order for the EisnerAmper team 

to meet the requirements of all the deliverables as outlined in this proposal.   

Talson’s scope of work in connection with the WAR will focus and address any potential for DBE 

fraud such as monitoring for commercially useful function, DBE kickbacks from a DBE firm to prime 

contractors or acceptance of pass-throughs, etc.  Their procedures will exclude any DBE 

compliance monitoring as per the WAR.  Talson will also be assisting with reviewing various risks 

associated with the Design Consultant as well as some of the technical construction aspects of the 

JIPA.   

For details regarding our DBE monitoring plan, please see Tab 5 – Technical Proposal above.  
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TAB 8: QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN (QAP) 

 Overview 

EisnerAmper is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”) 

Center for Audit Quality and the AICPA Governmental Audit Quality Center and has agreed to 

establish policies and procedures to comply with the applicable professional standards and the 

membership requirements of the respective Centers.  The firm is also registered with the Public 

Company Accounting Oversight Board and the Canadian Public Accountability Board.  All 

employees of the firm are provided copies or access to the firm’s quality control policies and 

procedures. 

The Quality Control Standards of the AICPA (“QC Standards”) define an accounting and auditing 

practice as all audit, attest, accounting and review and other services for which standards have 

been established under Rule 201 or 202 of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct.  The QC 

Standards broadly define a system of quality control as a process to provide the firm with 

reasonable assurance that its personnel comply with applicable professional standards and the 

firm's standards of quality.  A firm's system of quality control encompasses the firm's 

organizational structure and the policies adopted and procedures established to provide the firm 

with reasonable assurance of complying with professional standards carried out within a 

framework which encourages personal professional initiatives. 

Evidence of the strength of our quality control policies and procedures, EisnerAmper LLP has 

successfully completed two peer reviews since the combination of Amper Politziner & Mattia, LLP 

and Eisner LLP in August 2010.  The two predecessor firms had successfully completed multiple 

peer reviews, a process whereby we have opened our firms to extensive review by another CPA 

firm.  We are proud that all of our reviews have resulted in an unqualified report, the highest 

possible rating.  Only a small percentage of firms in the United States have completed this process 

as successfully as EisnerAmper. 

 Review of Work Product and Managing Sub-consultants 

EisnerAmper has designated Tim Van Noy and Elliott Lee as the lead project managers.  They are 

tasked with overseeing and developing the work plan, executing the work plan and managing the 

staff assigned to the work plan.  

The lead project managers will report to David Cace.  Mr. Cace will be responsible for performing 

a complete review of the work performed by the project manager, including but not limited to 

gaining a full and complete understanding of the scope of work performed, the procedures 

employed and the results of such work.   
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EisnerAmper will utilize ProSystem Engagement Fx (“ProSystem”), its engagement management 

software, to manage work flow, work paper documentation and ensure that all workpapers are 

reviewed and signed off by the project manager and key personnel member.  Each member of 

the Engagement Team will have a username and access to ProSystem.  ProSystem will also house 

all documentation and reports created in connection with the MCF Project.  The system maintains 

a record of who prepared the documentation, the time of last edit and the date and time when 

the workpaper was reviewed and who signed-off as reviewer.  The system maintains user rights 

so that only one user can make changes to a document at any point in time.  This facilitates quality 

control and eliminates any inefficiency.  
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TAB 9: CONFLICT CERTIFICATION 

EisnerAmper hereby certifies that it, nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries, currently provides, 

directly or indirectly, construction management services or similar or related services to the 

following vendors/contractors:  

Vendor Contact 

Designer Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. 

Conflict of Interest with Future Contractors 

EisnerAmper utilizes a multi-layered review system to detect, avoid and address potential conflicts 

of interest.  The detection and avoidance process includes an automated review of EisnerAmper’s 

client database, as well as a written notice to all professionals within each firm.  The data generated 

by this step is personally reviewed by a member of the client team to identify and resolve any 

potential conflicts at the outset.  We have undertaken a reasonable review of our records to 

determine our professional relationship with NJ Transit and related entities.  We are not aware of 

any current or reasonably foreseeable general conflicts of interest or relationships that would 

preclude us from performing the services as outlined in this WAR.  Should any general conflicts 

arise during the course of our engagement, we will notify NJ Transit immediately.  EisnerAmper 

also maintains a position that the firm will not accept any work against any New Jersey State 

agency.  As such, potential conflicts arising from such matters will not be an issue. 





NJ TRANSIT CONTRACT NO. 14-033
INTEGRITY OVERSIGHT MONITORING (IOM) PROGRAM
TRANSITGRID MICROGRID CENTRAL FACILITY
CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE FORM

Dates

Contract No.
Work 

Authorization Title
Notice to 
Proceed Close Out Contact Description

Question 1 14-033B WA No. 1 Superstorm Sandy Program-Wide Fraud Risk Assessment 
(Phase 1)

01/05/15 05/02/18 Elliott Lee Integrity oversight monitoring services for the 
Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Resiliency Program

Question 2 14-033B WA No. 2 IOM Services for the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail Repair and 
Recovery and Locally Prioritized Resilience (NJ-44-X003)

06/13/16 Elliott Lee Integrity oversight monitoring services for the 
Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Resiliency Program

14-033B WA No. 3 IOM Services for the Substations Program 12/15/16 Elliott Lee Integrity oversight monitoring services for the 
Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Resiliency Program

14-033B WA No. 3 IOM Services for the Substations Program 01/31/20 Elliott Lee Integrity oversight monitoring services for the 
Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Resiliency Program - 
construction management services

14-033B Limited Notice 
to Proceed

IOM Services for Delco Lead Safe Haven Inspection and Storage 
Facility Project 10/29/2020 Elliott Lee

Integrity oversight monitoring services for the 
Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Resiliency Program
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June 8, 2021 

 

 

 

 

Lead Contract Specialist 

New Jersey Transit Corporation 

Procurement Department 

One Penn Plaza East, 6th Floor 

Newark, NJ 07105-2246 

 

Re: NJ TRANSIT Contract No. 14-033 

 Integrity Oversight Monitoring Services for the 

NJ TRANSITGRID MICROGRID CENTRAL FACILITY 

Dear :  

 

Enclosed please find EisnerAmper Engagement Team’s cost proposal and certifications in response to 

New Jersey Transit Corporation’s (“NJ Transit”) work authorization request (“WAR”) for Integrity 

Oversight Monitoring Services for the NJ Transitgrid Microgrid Central Facility Project (the “MCF 

Project”).  In preparing our cost proposal, the EisnerAmper Engagement Team has given specific 

consideration to the allocation of fees to our DBE sub-contractor, Talson Solutions, LLC (“Talson”).  In 

our cost proposal, approximately 17% of the total fees have been allocated to Talson.    

 

Our cost proposal is prepared in conjunction with our response to your WAR for Integrity Oversight 

Monitoring Services for the MCF Project.  This cost proposal does not contemplate the potential need 

for additional hours that may be incurred should an instance of fraud be discovered during our 

procedures and require specific legal investigation and related services.     

Thank you for this opportunity and your consideration of our proposal.  

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

David A. Cace       Tim Van Noy 

Partner            Director 
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